Wunderkammer were collections of rare, valuable,
historically important or unusual objects which
generally were compiled by a single person, normally
a scholar or nobleman, for study and/or entertainment.
Exotic natural objects, art, treasures and diverse items
of clothing or tools from distant lands and cultures
were all sought for the Wunderkammer. Renaissance
Wunderkammer were private spaces, created and
formed from a deeply held belief that all things were
linked to one another through either visible or invisible
similarities.

Wunderkammer

It was towards the end of the studio visit
that Joanna handed me a bundle of coral
shells she had collected from a beach in
Australia over twenty years ago. The corals
looked like particles of bone, twig-shaped
and weightless to hold. Their translucent
surfaces inscribed by a mass of spirals and
radial riblets. Strewn on the floor of her
studio, the shells sat amidst an arrangement
of specimens that will fill her cabinet of
curiosities - pieces of fabric, bundles of

Wunderkammer, 1997-2015, found objects, microscopic and diagrammatic references, remnants from artmaking,
drawings, insect pins, photographs, text, 244cm x 142cm x 122cm.
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